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The development of fully-conjugated semiconducting block-

copolymers is an important goal for organic electronics, but to

date has been almost exclusively limited to materials containing

poly(3-alkylthiophenes). Here we present the prototype of a class

of fully-conjugated semiconducting block copolymers (prepared

using a versatile route based on conjugated macromonomers and

a cross-coupling polycondensation) that exhibit hole mobility in

field effect transistors of the order of 0.1 cm2 V−1 s−1 and nano-

scopic phase domain separation.

Controlling the self-assembly of π-conjugated polymers is a key
parameter for improving the performance of solution-
processed semiconducting devices based on organic materials.1–3

Fully-conjugated block copolymers have recently emerged as
promising materials that combine suitable semiconducting
properties with the capability to controllably self-assemble
at the nanoscale.4 Indeed, the potential ability to change
the chemical nature and size of the blocks in a nanophase-
separated copolymer is expected to surmount many of the
current challenges in morphology and interfacial structure
control for polymer-based electronic devices. For example, in
organic photovoltaics (OPVs), which require a nanoscale
bulk heterojunction (BHJ) comprised of electron donor and
electron acceptor domains, block copolymers offer a route to
size-tuneable, thermodynamically stable phase domains.5

Moreover, as block copolymers allow for the incorporation of
both electron and hole transporting moieties in a single solu-
tion processing step, the fabrication of organic light emitting
diodes6 and OPV devices can be simplified.

To date fully-conjugated block co-polymers have been
prepared via step-growth like methods where macromonomers
are linked via end-group functionalities,7,8 or chain-growth

methods where blocks are grown off the end-functionalized
initiators or capped at the end of synthesis.9–13 These polymers
have demonstrated impressive self-assembly into nanoscale
phase domains9,10,14 and have indeed been demonstrated as
promising materials for use in OPVs.15–18

However, in the majority of these examples poly(3-alkylthio-
phene), most commonly the hexyl derivative, P3HT,19 is used
for one of the blocks. Indeed, strategies thus far have primarily
employed regio-regular P3HT prepared via a nickel-mediated
cross-coupling route (McCullough and GRIM methods). This
quasi-living route has proved to be central to the synthesis of
P3HT with well-defined molecular weights, narrow molecular
weight distribution, and—since it affords precise end-group
control—for the preparation of macro-monomers for incorpo-
ration into block copolymers.10 While some recent reports have
suggested a method to obtain fully-conjugated block copoly-
mers without P3HT,20–22 realizing pure material without a
homopolymer has proved to be a challenge. The need to
employ P3HT as one of the blocks to obtain pure block copoly-
mers is a clear disadvantage considering that the best perform-
ing semiconducting polymer-based devices have matured
beyond P3HT employing more sophisticated donor–acceptor
type conjugated backbones prepared almost exclusively via step-
growth polymerization.23 To address this disadvantage and
open new directions in block copolymer design, the develop-
ment of synthetic methods that can afford access to a large port-
folio of donor or acceptor blocks with tuneable optoelectronic
and physical properties is required.4,24 Herein, we report a strat-
egy to access a class of fully conjugated alternating multi-block
copolymers (MBC) based on step-growth polymerization and
preparatory size-exclusion chromatography.

The structure and synthetic scheme for our prototype alter-
nating multi-block copolymer is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
For the first block, we chose the well-known poly(bithiophene-
thienothiophene), pBTTT-C14, given its known ability to self-
assemble into ordered domains via the π–π stacking of the con-
jugated backbone and linear side chain intercalation,25 which
we reasoned could aid in the phase segregation of a block
copolymer. For the second block we chose a polymer based on
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a DPP-based acceptor26 moiety to demonstrate the synthetic
versatility of our approach. A standard Stille-coupling poly-
condensation with a feed stoichiometry imbalance of 1.6 : 1 (of
the di-brominated monomer 1 to di-stannylated monomer 2)
afforded the di-brominated macromonomer (4) as we have pre-
viously shown.27 Interestingly, we found this method to also be
suitable for preparing di-stannylated macromonomers. Indeed
the second block, coded as pDBT-TT (5) with two organotin
end groups, was prepared using a reaction feed ratio of 1 : 2
(di-bromo monomer 3 to di-stannylated monomer 2).
MALDI-TOF-MS (Fig. S1, ESI†) shows that the observed peaks
are consistent with the molecular weights of the desired di-
functionalized macromonomers (see Table S1, ESI†). We note
that while low dispersity (Đ = 1.2) was achieved for pBTTT by
the use of preparative size exclusion chromatography (prep-
SEC), molecular weight range narrowing of block 5 had to be
performed through sequential precipitations in acetone and
butanone, given the lability of the organotin functionality.
Indeed, we found that this end-group could not tolerate slightly
acidic polar solvents (i.e. methanol and ethanol) or purification
in a standard SEC column. For both di-functionalized blocks,
number-average molecular weights were maintained in a
specific range (5 kDa < Mn < 10 kDa) in order to guarantee the
highest possible reactivity while keeping sufficient chain length
to retain the desired optoelectronic characteristics.

The alternating multi-block copolymer (MBC1) was sub-
sequently synthesized using purified 4 (with Mn = 10 kDa, n ≈ 14)
and 5 (Mn = 5 kDa, m ≈ 5). In this case we note that a
precise 1 : 1 ratio between functionalities was empirically
found to be necessary to achieve reasonable yield. As shown
by the analytical size exclusion chromatography (SEC)
data (Fig. 2a) of the crude polymerization (grey broken trace), a
significant increase in molecular weight was observed from

the starting compounds 4 and 5. However, a small fraction of
unreacted macromonomers remains. The subsequent purifi-
cation of the crude MBC1 by prep-SEC yielded the final alter-
nating multi-block co-polymer, which exhibited an estimated
Mn of 50 kDa with Đ = 1.2 (k ≈ 6–8). The SEC traces confirm
that the purified MBC1 is virtually free of unreacted 4 and 5
(less than 5% overlap). Additional synthetic details and charac-
terization are given in the ESI.† Overall we note that achieving
a low dispersity of the macromonomers is critical for the
success of our synthetic method as it (i) allows for the accurate
determination of end-group feed stoichiometry, (ii) enables
the easy verification of the polymerization progression,
(iii) facilitates the purification of unreacted macromonomers,
and (iv) ultimately simplifies the estimation of the number of
blocks incorporated. In addition, it is important to point out
that the imbalanced feed stoichiometry route presented here
principally allows for choosing the macromonomer end group
moiety by swapping the monomer’s reactive groups (e.g. 5
could be prepared with DPP end groups by using a di-stannyl
version of 3 and a di-bromo 2). This feature is an added advan-
tage given the known importance of the linker group on the
optoelectronic properties of the resulting block-copolymer.28

In addition to the analytical SEC characterization of
MBC1, the incorporation of both blocks was verified by
1H-NMR (Fig. S4, ESI†) where two peaks corresponding to the

Fig. 1 Synthetic path for the synthesis of the alternating multi-block
copolymer MBC. Conditions (a): Pd2(dba)3, P(o-Tol)3 in dry chloro-
benzene for 1 h at 100 °C.

Fig. 2 Characterisation of the prepared MBC1. (a) GPC traces for start-
ing macromonomers 4 and 5 are shown with the crude polymerization
product (broken grey trace) and the final purified MBC1. The internal
standard peak is also seen at an elution volume of 11 ml. (b) CV of MBC1
and the starting materials 4 and 5 recorded at a scan rate of 50 mV s−1

(in 50 mM TBAP in MeCN). (c) Normalized UV-vis absorption spectra of
4, 5, and MBC1 in chlorobenzene (solid traces) and the thin-film solid
state absorption of MBC1 (broken trace) after annealing at 200 °C. (d)
Transfer characteristics (closed symbols, right) and threshold curves
(open symbols, left) from FET devices prepared from as-cast films of 4,
5, and MBC1, as well as the annealed film of MBC1*.
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alkyl chains of pDBT-TT and pBTTT segments are observed at
δ = 3.94 and 2.60 ppm and for the aromatic ring at 8.91 and
7.03–6.88 ppm, respectively. We note that the observed peak
areas from the aliphatic protons (both in the alpha position to
the aromatic rings) indicate an approximate ratio between the
blocks of 1 : 2 (pDBT-TT : pBTTT), which is consistent with the
presence of the shorter pDBT-TT (5 kDa) chains compared to
the pBTTT (10 kDa). This also implies that an approximately
equal number of pDBT-TT and pBTTT blocks are present
along the same chain.

To further support the incorporation of both macro-
monomers in MBC1, its electronic structure (HOMO/LUMO
levels) was next estimated by cyclic voltammetry (CV). Fig. 2b
illustrates the first oxidation peak (Eox1) of MBC1, which is
found at a similar potential to the oxidation peak of neat
pBTTT-C14 at 0.20 V vs. Ag/Ag+ (HOMO = −4.75 eV), whereas
the reduction peak was found to correspond to the pDBT-TT
block at −1.30 V vs. Ag/Ag+ (LUMO = −3.55 eV). Finally, the
UV-Vis absorption spectrum (Fig. 2c) of MBC1 compared to 4
and 5 also gives results consistent with the incorporation of
both blocks. In solution, MBC1 (violet trace) shows two charac-
teristic absorption peaks resulting from the weighted contri-
bution of the pBTTT-C14 (yellow) and pDBT-TT block (green)
with characteristic λmax at 480 nm and 700 nm.16 The solid-
state thin film absorption spectrum of MBC1 (broken trace) is
significantly red-shifted compared to solution, suggesting that
the conjugation length or π–π stacking is enhanced in the
solid state, implying some form of self-assembly. Indeed we
note that, the red-shift of the peak associated with the
pBTTT-C14 segment is more pronounced and intense com-
pared to the pDBT-TT block.

The effect of covalent attachment of macromonomer blocks
on the charge transport in MBC1 was next investigated in thin
films by preparing field-effect transistors (FETs) in a bottom
contact/bottom-gate configuration. Spin coating the active
layer from o-DCB solution (10 mg ml−1) afforded film thick-
nesses of ca. 80–100 nm. The transfer curves of representative
devices prepared from 4, 5, and MBC1 are shown in Fig. 2d.
Interestingly, as-cast devices of MBC1 gave a field-effect hole
mobility (µFET) of 0.05 cm2 V−1 s−1 which is comparable with
the µFET of non-annealed pBTTT-C14 of similar overall Mn

(50 kDa) in the same device configuration.29 Since thermal
annealing of pBTTT-C14 is routinely performed to increase
self-assembly, we annealed MBC1 films at 200 °C and observed
a corresponding increase in the µFET to 0.08 ± 0.01 cm2 V−1 s−1

without changing the on/off ratio (105, as seen in the transfer
curves). However, an improvement in the FET threshold
voltage, VT, is noted with annealing. As shown by the (Ids)

1/2

data in Fig. 2d (left, open symbols), VT decreases from +7 V in
the as-cast films to +1 V after annealing at 200 °C, which is
likely due to the improved electrode-active layer contact.30

In comparison, the macromonomers 4 and 5 showed VT’s
close to the value of the unannealed MBC1 and much lower
µFET of 9.0 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 and 5.0 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1,
respectively, likely due to the poor film formation, given their
low molecular weight.29 Overall the relatively better perform-

ance of the FETs prepared with MBC1, the effect of annealing,
and the previously discussed UV-vis data strongly indicate that
some self-assembly is occurring in the solid state. This is
further supported by an increased absorption in the longer
wavelength of the film in the solid state after annealing com-
pared to the as-cast state (see Fig. S5, ESI†).

To gain further insight into the self-assembly of the MBC1
film, we next performed grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
(GIXRD). The out-of-plane scattering of the film is shown in
Fig. 3a. Macromonomer 5 did not exhibit any peaks (data not
shown), as expected, due to its short length, considering that
the crystallinity of this polymer has been shown to decrease
with decreasing Mn,

31 possibly due to the different self-assem-
bly of the macromonomers with a different number of repeat-
ing units. However, the pBTTT block 4 showed the expected
(h00) peaks due to lamellar stacking with a d-spacing of 21.0 Å.
MBC1 also showed lamellar stacking peaks, but with a slightly
expanded d-spacing of 22.4 Å. This difference could be due to
the larger branched alkyl chains on the pDBT-TT block, which
force a greater equilibrium stacking distance. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) performed in tapping mode on the surface
of an annealed thin film of MBC1 further revealed a “finger-
print-like” nanophase-separated morphology as shown by the
phase image in Fig. 3b. We note that the features observed are
distinct from variations in film height (see the height trace
image in Fig. S6, ESI†) suggesting that the features are due to
chemical differences in the film. The integrated radial profile
of the fast Fourier transform of the AFM phase image yields an
amplitude plot versus the spatial frequency, ξ (Fig. 3c), which
quantifies the periodicity of the observed features. We note
that a peak at ξ = 0.005 cycles per nm (corresponding to
200 nm features) is a result of the large dark circular features
visible in the topography which are associated with height
depressions in the film (see Fig. S6, ESI†). In addition, a clear
peak at ξ = 0.021 cycles per nm corresponds to a crest-to-crest
domain size of ca. 50 nm for the main block copolymer fea-
tures. Although there is a slight dispersion in the block length
(Đ = 1.2), the length of the 10 kDa pBTTT used to prepare
MBC1 would, by itself, exhibit ca. 40 nm wide domains in
the “fibril-type” morphology.29 Thus the observed morphology
in the MBC1 film together with the XRD results, suggest
that domains of straight, π–π stacked and pBTTT chains
are self-assembled and separated by amorphous pDBT-TT

Fig. 3 Characterization of the self-assembly of MBC1. (a) Shows the
out-of-plane (z-direction) grazing-incidence X-ray diffractogram of a
thin film of MBC1 on a SiO2 substrate. (b) Shows the phase image from a
tapping mode AFM image, and (c) shows the amplitude of the spatial fre-
quency from the FFT of (b) as described in the main text.
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domains of smaller relative volume given their 2 : 1 ratio of
pBTTT : pDBT-TT blocks. This gives a first clear indication that
the multi-block co-polymer approach introduced here can
effectively yield materials capable of nanoscale phase
segregation.

In summary, we have demonstrated a straightforward
approach to prepare fully-conjugated alternating multi-block
copolymers for optoelectronic applications. Our synthetic strat-
egy relies on stoichiometry control and purification to prepare
precise di-functionalized macromonomers, prep-SEC to isolate
the final multi-block copolymer, and allows broad selection of
block chemistry. Standard characterization of the resulting
MBC1 polymer confirmed the presence of both blocks and
demonstrated good charge transport as the active layer in a
transistor. Moreover, morphological characterization suggests
the ability of our prototype polymer to self-assemble into
nano-scale domains. Our approach is thus promising for
further design of the next generation of semiconducting poly-
mers with thermodynamically stable electronic properties that
are fully tunable by changing the block structure and length.
Indeed, the ability to precisely control the size of n- and p-type
domains in thermodynamically stable bulk-heterojunctions at
the length scale of the exciton transport (∼10 nm) holds the
key to the development of next generation organic solar cells24

and organic light emitting diodes.32

This work was partly supported by the Swiss National
Science Foundation (Project No. 200021 169215) and the
European Research Council (Project No. 336506, CEMOS).
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